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LAWYERS SHOULD PUSH FOR GOVERNMENT RESTRAINT, DOLE SAYS 

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. -- Sen. Bob Dole (R-Kan.) said today that lawyers throughout the 

country should exert their influence to cut back on the size of government and the over-

regulation of American life. 

11 S i nee 1 awyers understand best the prob 1 ems caused by too much government, it is 

our responsibility to oppose legislation and regulations that create needless legal paper-

shuffling, 11 he said. 

Dole spoke to students at the Cumberland School of Law. 

He said that recent tax cut initiatives sparked by citizen action have given a clear 

sign that the American public will no longer stand for excessive governmental control 

of their lives. 

11 Now the people are saying 'Enough is enough,'" Dole stated. "All across this 

land, politicians are being forced to scale back their plans for bigger and bigger govern

ment, to shelve proposals to pad the public payrolls, to, at the very least, talk about 

the need for fiscal restraint. 

"Just as lawyers are being motivated to improve their image, the polfticians and 

bureaucrats are going to have to do something about their image. We lawyers should help 

them, by exerting our considerable ~nfluence on the side of less government. 

I 
11 Unless we press for government restraint, our nation is going to continue on the 

treadmill of economic stagnation which was thrust upon us by too many years of big defi-

cits, high ·inflation and ever-increasing taxes. That may be good for certain elements · 

of the bar-- bankruptcy lawyers and such-- but it will not be good for Americans." 

Dole indicated that the most serious governmental problem is the influence of 

the forces of inflation and high taxes on the individual taxpayer. Dole has sponsored, 

and plans to introduce again next year, legislation that would require automatic yearly 

tax cuts to offset inflation. 

11 These automatic tax cuts, also known as 'indexing,• would tie tax rates to the rate 

of inflation," he said, "insuring that increases in income are not eroded by inflation. 

In addition, some tax brackets would be widened so that pay increases don't throw the tax

payer into a higher taxing bracket. 11 
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I'll keep my remarks brief, since I know you are all anxious to get back to your studies. 
But even if I do run over, the Gilberts will still .be there when you get back. 

In my day we thought it was necessary to read the Hornbook in order to be prepared for the 
rigors of the Socratic Method. Of course, things have changed since I went to law school.-
For one thing, Socrates is dead. Unfortunat ly, his method lives. 

I appreciate the turnout this morning. It must be a tremendous relief to come listen to 
somebody who doesn't ask questions. 

A11 of your studies, a11 of that work, 1eads up to the day when the 1aw·:student becomes a 
lawyer. And that leads me to the focus of my speech. 

BRANDED 

Once you become a lawyer, you will be forever branded as a member of the legal profession. 
People will begin treating you like a lawyer--asking for free legal advice at parties,
feeling they cannot trust you completely, assuming that you know the answer to every eso
teric point of law imaginable. Some people will look to you as their legal beagle hero, 
others will refer to your degree as a 11license to steal ... 

The fact that you ·are lawyers will color others• opinions of you from this point forward. 
Your involvement with the legal community will be part of the reputation that precedes all 
lawyers. As you know, that reputation has become tarnished, our deeds yiewed cynically by 
many, our commitment to equal justice questioned by hiqh officials and by an uncomfortably 
large number of our fellow citizens. 

THE LURE OF LAW SCHOOL 

Despite this fact, I know a lot of undergraduate students who hope that they may end up in 
y ur shoes. My Washington office hosts an intern program for college students--mostly 
college students with impressive educational backgrounds. When talking with them I am 
always amazed at the number that want to qo to law school. Any group of 12 will yield at 
least 8 students who want to be lawyers. 

Those of us who have already been out there practicing law sometimes wonder why everyone 
wants to go to law school. When your studies get out of hand, some of you must wonder the 
same thing. 

But l think I know why so many people want to be in your shoes--why so many are intrigued 
enough to spend three years and a lot of money in law school. The lawyer fascinates people 
today because he seems to hold the key to working out so many of the complexities of con
temporary life. The lawyer is in a unique position to work throuqh the complicated techni
cal asrects of complying with federal regulation, transferring property and helping people 
find their way in a society marked by more and more litigation. Whether paying taxes, or 
complying with OSHA--a lawyer is a central figure in the life of many American citizens. 

In a society where life is becoming more and more like a puzzle, more and more bright 
students are interested in becoming professional puzzle solvers. They have identified a 
challenge in contemporary American life--and they are interested in meeting it--and in makin  
money at it. 

But prospective law students are not the only ones who have taken notice of the role which 
lawyers play--and their increasing importance. 

. . 
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A THEME OF RESENTMENT 

The theme of resentment that is building against lawyers i  fed by our increasing importance. 
People don't like to depend on others to find their way through the maze of contemporary 
American life. Businessmen would rather run their own businesses themselves--without having 
to depend on lawyerly advice on laws they don't understand and would rather do without. 

Actually, the resentment that we face as a profession is partially a reflection of the 
resentment toward big government and overregulation. Since we are the beneficiaries of 
much of this complication, we take much of the heat. However, that is not a completely 
accurate picture. 

PUBLIC'S PERCEPTION OF LAWYERS 

The public perception of lawyers as a class is both schizophrenic and paradoxical. While 
many have a general distrust of lawyers, most haye great faith in their own attorney. 
Together with the general feeling· that lawyers are vexatious, litigious and masters of all 
words slippery and inexact, our image is glorified, sometimes beyond recognition in the 
public media. We are variously described as defenders of Constitutional rights, exploiters 
of technicalities, zealous advocates for the downtrodden and hired mouthpieces for big 
business. And all of these characteriz tions bear some elationship to the truth. All 
have foundation in reality because of -the wide variety of practitioners within the legal 
community. · 

But where would our nation be--indeed, where would civilization be--without lawyers? 

More than any other facet of the governing forces of society, law, by recognizing changing 
values and reacting to them, has contributed to the evolution· of ideas, to changes in 
attitudes and to the march of civilization. 

· 

NEGATIVE H1AGE 

But, the public tends to overlook that aspect, seeing only the lawyer who profits by others•· 
misfortune. Certainly it is not difficult to imagine why the public views our profession 
with suspicion and apprehension. Nor is ·it difficult to understand hy we make such 
excellent fodd r for politicians in search of popular whipping boys. We are seen as rather 
mysterious semantic ·sorcerers, fabricators of the s1 i ppery phrase and despoi-lers of common 
sense English. But the rna in reason for the sus pi ci on-·:and apprehension of 1 awyers is the 
fact that people find themselves in our counsel during times of distress and trouble, and 
almost always ag inst their will. 

Of course, that will never change. But there are some.thi_ngs that lawyers can do "'to improve 
their image. 

BE HONEST-

First of all, be honest. I know that sounds simple--1 hope it is self-evident  But the 
image of the crooked lawyer.ts the most persistent, and most damaging component of the 
public's view of the Bar. The legal profession is only a  good s its component parts. 

ach man and woman at the Cumberland School of Law has the opportunity--indeed, .the moral 
fesponsibility--to contribute to the uplifting of the general standards and level of con
fidence in the legal corrnnunity. The admonition--"be honest"--really doesn't lend itself 
to detailed-verbal elaboration--rather, it must be elaborated in the lives of individual 

lawyers. I will not attempt to elaborate verbally, but I hope that you will give that.·simple 
admonition meaning by your actions as a lawyer. 

DOING THE JOB WELL 

My second suggestion is: should in such a that if all 
themselves after there would be less need for services  Your should 

inimize the sort of vexatious which resent-most about the law·and 

This is easier said than done. It means drafting clear, precise contracts that will not 
be the subject of future litigation. It means preparing wills and trusts that clearly state 
the intention of the testator and protect his wishes from legal attack later on. It means 
providing tax advice that keeps your clients away from embarrassing disputes with the IRS. 
It means discouraging unnecessary, harrassing litigation. 

• 
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By doing our jobs right the first time, and by refusing to encourage litigation, we can 
spare laymen the anguish of expensive, frustrating legal disputes. By guarding against legal 
problems, we can help people avoid a considerable amount of the unpleasantness and vexation 
that characterize the contact most Americans have with members of our profession. 

Just as we need more preventive health care, as lawyers we must dedicate ourselves to render
ing services which will reduce the need for legal 11cures11• 

Of course, the only ironclad rule of law is that there is always an exception. 

By failing to file suits asserting the civil rights of individual Americans, by refusing to 
represent clients on a pro bono basis, and by failing to represent clients zealously within 
the bounds of the law, we can lessen the amount of litigation in this country. That is not 
what I have in mind. 

For instance, it is far simpler to fail to asse t a Constitutional principle than to assert 
it loudly. But our system and our Constitution would be poorly served by such silence. 
Fortunatley, this has not been the case. 

When challenged, the law has proven that it can change not only its traditional role but its 
basic function by precipitating ·the advancing tide--indeed, by making waves and overturning 
the vessels of prejudice and convention. 

CUTTING BACK ON THE SIZE OF GOVERNMENT 

The third thing I can suggest is this: as lawyers, we should exert our influence to cut 
back on the size of government and the over-regulation of American life. 

Since lawyer-s understand best the problems caused by too much government, it is our responsi 
bility to oppose legislation and regulations which create needless legal paper shuffling. 
Even though more·laws and more regulations are good for legal business, the greater good 
demands that we oppose the growth and grasp of the federal government. 

I've run across many people throughout our nation who suspect that lawyer/legislators like 
myself are in cahoots with other lawyers and that we pass bills primarily to keep our 
friends prosperous at the expense of the average citizen. While I can a sure that there 
is no broad based conspiracy along these lines, I must admit that lawyers have not done 
enough to simplify the law. 

Of course, this responsibility fits in with the lawyer's responsibility to public service. 
Because of our abilities acquired in law school and in practice we are uniquely suited to 
serve in a variety of policy-making positions. 

PUBLIC SERVICE 

Certainly, the list of publi:c officials who have come from the ranks of the legal professiow 
is impressive. One of the most impressive examples is the gentleman for whom this Speakers 
Forum is named--Cordell Hull. His contributions as Congressman, Senator, and·Secretary of 
State stand out as a clear example of the service which lawyers can render in government. 

lOne of the many lawyerly attributes which are useful in Congress is patience--and per:sisten1 
in the face of sometimes very difficult odds and very involved legal issues. 

The attempt to arrive at the best possible tax law is one of the longest running efforts in 
the history of our nation. It began with Cordell Hull who authored the first Federa1 Incom1 
Tax Act in 1913, and authored the revised Act in 1916. 

Those of you who have studied federal income tax can appreciate the difficulty of writing 
the first tax bill without benefit of any previous body of federal income tax law. 

And we are still working on it, still trying to meet the challenges that contemporary 
conditions and wily lawyers present to the tax system. 

One contemporary condition that Cordell Hull could not have anticipated in 1913 is the high 
burden of taxation and high rates of inflation. Today, the combination of these two forces 
is creating a very real economic crunch for Americans. 
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INDEXING 

That's why I'm sponsoring legislation which would require automatic yearly tax cuts to off
set inflation. It's called tax "indexation" and it would commit the government in advance 
to slashing individual taxes next year, the year after that, and forever--as long as infla
tion continues to force hard-working American families into higher and higher tax brackets 
each year. 

Today, the combination of a progressive tax structure and inflation means that every time 
the cost of living goes up 10%, government revenues go up 16%. That's ·why indexation is 
an idea whose time has come. It's fair. It tells government not to expect bigger revenues 
each year because government won't be allowed to tax increases in income brought on by 
inflation. 

The Administration opposes the idea, of course. And, partly because of Administration 
pressure, the Senate rejected my an. But it attracted stronger support than ever before 
and I will continue to press my case in future years, with all the patience that my legal 
background provides. 

FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY NEEDED 

The Carter Administration has already proposed more tax increases and opposed more tax 
reductions than any administration in recent history. President Carter has already secured 
a $225 billion Social Security tax hike, one which will hit hardest at middle income familiE 
beginning next year. He's seeking another $125 billion in energy taxes, a proposal which 
even his Democratic colleagues in the Senate have refused to endorse. And he's threatening 
to impose $35 million a day in import fees on crude oil, apparently on the theory that if 
the OPEC nations don't raise the price of oil, our own government should extract this wind
fall from its people. 

Now the people are saying ·enough is enough. All across this land, politicians are being 
forced to scale back their plaris for· bigger and bigger government, to shelve proposals to 
pad the public payrolls, to, at the very least, talk about the need for fiscal restraint. 

Just as lawyers are being motivated to improve their image, the politicians and bureaucrats 
are going to have to do something about thear image. We lawyers should help them, by exert· 
ing our tonsiderable influence on the side of le s government. 

Unless we press for government restraint, our nation is going to continue on the treadmill 
of economic stagnation which was thrust upon us by too many years of big deficits, high 
inflation, and ever increasing taxes. That may be good for certain elements of the Bar-
bankruptcy lawyers and such--but it will not be good for Americans. 

Because of our unique position to ·influence the flow of current events in this country we 
have a duty to work at protecting the good, even when our own narrow interests con
flict. While we can appreciate the feelings that motivate Americans to feel unkindly towar< 
.lawyers as a group, let us not allow that resentment to feed on the residue of our own 
irresponsible actions. 

Instead, American lawyens should answer the higher calling of working on behalf of the gene1 
ublic, by being honest in their work, by handling legal work well, avoiding the· vexatious 

entanglement that people resent, and by throwing our influence on the side of limited govert 
ment. 

By doing our jobs honestly and well, and py trying to limit the negative impact of too much 
law and too much regulation, we can combat the negative impression of attorneys as the 
beneficiaries of complicated government. More importantly, we will, in fact, be doing a 
better job for the American people. 

--30--
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